. Refractive indices and extinction coefficients of investigated materials TiO 2 , Sb 2 S 3 , and P3HT. Ellipsometry measurements have been performed for values of Sb 2 S 3 and P3HT, whereas values of anatase TiO 2 were taken from literature.
[42] Table S1 summarizes JV measurement parameters and Figure S2 shows EQE measurements of fabricated best performing solar cell devices with two different chemical bath deposition times of Sb 2 S 3 and P3HT as HTM. Figure S3 shows the foregoing optimization process of another solar cell batch with varying P3HT layer thickness. All solar cells of each particular Table or Figure are fabricated within one batch in one experiment to assure direct comparability of the results. Figure S3 . JV characteristics of foregoing optimization of flat Sb 2 S 3 based solar cells with different P3HT layer thicknesses. Layer thicknesses were adjusted by changing the concentration of P3HT and resulting film thicknesses were measured by atomic force microscopy. Figure S4 . Cross section of Device 3 of Figure S2 , and Table S1 in the SEM, cut by focused ion beam. Figure S5 . Cross section of Device 3 of Figure S2 , and Table S1 in the SEM, cut through a large Sb 2 S 3 crystal by focused ion beam. Figure S6 . Scanning electron microscopy image of the surface of Device 3, shown in Figure 1 c) and S2, and Table S1 . Figure S7 . Absorption spectra of Sb 2 S 3 and used HTMs.
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